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Abstract 
It is suggested an approach to solving optimization problems for aggregated criterion as a linear convolution of partial criteria, 
where the weights are obtained on the basis of ranking partial criteria in order of importance. The procedure, based on the method 
of small parameter, is proposed in order to estimate the change of optimal solutions when there is an elementary change of expert 
judgments. 
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1. Introduction 
When solving the problems of a wide range of different (social, economic, environmental, technological, 
technical, etc.) systems, it is necessary to use not only quantitative data, but also information, reflecting the intuition, 
experience of experts in the subject area. One of the commonly used representations of expert information is the 
ranking properties (indicators, criteria) of the studied system in terms of their importance 1.  
Linear convolution of particular criteria is often used as aggregated criterion in problems of multicriteria 
optimization. The weighting factors of significance of partial criteria can be obtained on the basis of their ranking by 
experts. Subjectivity of expert judgments may lead to inaccuracy  in determining the weights and (as a consequence) 
to the inaccuracy  in the solution of the problem of multicriteria optimization.  
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The aim of this work is to determine the influence of deviations of expert judgment in assessing the significance 
of partial criteria for the solution of multicriteria optimization problem on the base of aggregated criterion method. 
Insignificance of such an effect (low sensitivity) would reduce the costs of expertise. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
Classical the multicriteria optimization problem has the form: 
max),...,,( 21 omi xxxf ,  ),...,2,1( ni   
where non-linear functions fi are real functions of several variables. 
Solution (research) of the problem by the aggregate criterion  is reduced for the transition to the problem of 
scalar optimization with respect to the linear convolution of partial criteria nfff ,...,, 21  
max... 0021
0
1
0 o nn faafaF  0,...,, 00201 tnaaa  0... 00201 t naaa            (1) 
where in the weighting coefficients: 00201 ,...,, naaa  reflect the relative importance of particular criteria and are based 
on expert judgments. So the change of expert judgments leads to the other weights naaa ,...,, 21 , where 10
iii aaa H , ε << 1. 
Let !  )(),,...,,( *0*0*02*01 XFxxxX m  and !  )(),,...,,( ***2*1 XFxxxX m  - the optimal solution of (1) before and 
after the change of expert judgments. Under the task of determining the sensitivity of the solution of the problem of 
multicriteria optimization we mean the finding deviations of the optimization problem solution (1) as the 
consequence  of deviations in  expert  judgments: 
!!!  )(,)(,)(, *00*0**** XFXXFXXFX GG                (2) 
If the sensitivity of the solution (in some norm) does not exceed a predetermined characteristic of the experts 
domain value (usually this is a common error in the input data and calculation algorithms used), it indicates the 
absence of the need for clarification of expert assessments. 
3. Sensitivity problem expert ranking 
Ranking implies 2 that the expert organizes descending importance (ranks) set particular criteria, assigning the 
item to get sequence numbers. The generalization of serial number  (for non-strict ranking ) is the notion of rank (in 
case of equality of the significance of individual criteria and their ranks are set equal to the arithmetic mean of serial 
numbers). The resulting ranking of partial criteria is a set of ranks nrrr ,...,, 21 ,  derived from the sum of the ranks, 
exhibited by all the experts. In practice, a few ways to determine the weighting factors based on the rankings, the 
simplest of which is to use the formula:  
)/()1(2 2 nnrna ii                    (3) 
in which the weighting factor is the ratio of the corresponding rank descending significance (n+1- ri) to the sum of 
the ranks of private criteria 2/)( 2 nn  . 
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Consider a group of criteria in order of increasing rank (in the same group with the same criteria include rank): 
tGGG ,...,, 21 . Group jG  are non-empty, although some of them may consist of only one element. An elementary 
change expert judgment by the method of ranking we'll to understand if the criterion kf  has a transition from one 
group to another neighbor jG  group 1jG  or 1jG . 
It is easy to see that 
- such a change, indeed, is the most simple (and in this sense elementary); 
- any change in the group ordering criteria can be represented as a superposition of elementary changes. 
Let us estimate the impact of changes in the elementary deviations of partial criteria. 
We assume that the initial ranking of criteria is: 00201 ,...,, nrrr . Minimal change to assess the significance criterion 
fk in most (lower) side leads to a new ranking nrrr ,...,, 21 , whose form depends on the initial values 0kr  and rankings 
in general. 
Let under the initial ranking criterion kf part of a group of other s criteria },...,,{ 21 skkk fff  having with him 
the same rank value 0kr , and the minimum (basic) increase rank this criterion leads to its transition to the next group 
},...,,{ 21 tkkk fff  having the same rank criteria 0pr . Moreover, in accordance with (3):  
2/)2()1/()...)1()(( skskskskrk   , 2/)12(/))(...)1((1    pkppkkrk  
The transition to the next group criterion leads to the new values of ranks: 
2/)12()1/()1...)1()((0 1    skskskskrk ,  2/)2(/))(...)1(( pkppkkkrk    
Thus, as a result of increase of the minimum criterion of significance kf : 
- criteria ranks first and second groups will decrease by 0.5; 
- rank criterion kf  increase the amount of 2/)( sp  ; 
- ranks of other criteria will not change. 
The transition criterion kf  in previous group criteria will lead to a corresponding increase in the ranks of the 
criteria of the first and second groups to 0.5 and the amount of reduction to 2/)( sp   rank criterion kf  (ranks of 
other criteria do not change). 
 We estimate the impact of changes in elemental deviation of the weighting values of the partial criteria as part of 
the integral criterion. In accordance with formula (3), the transition criterion kf  to the next in importance group will 
lead to: 
- the weights of the first and second groups of criteria to increase by a value of )/(1 2 nn  ; 
- weighting criterion kf  decreases by an amount )/()( 2 nnsp  ; 
- the other weights remain unchanged. 
Transition criterion in the previous group would give opposite results. 
4. Estimation of sensitivity of solving the optimization problem of expert judgments on the basis of a small 
parameter 
We estimate the impact of changes in elementary expert judgments on the deviation of the optimization problem. 
We believe the total number of criteria n  sufficiently large, so that the value )/(1 2 nn  H  can be used as a small 
parameter. Then the integral criterion and the corresponding optimization problem (perturbed with respect to the 
original problem (1)) can be represented as: 
10 FFF H ,  pksksrk ffffspF   ...)1( 11              (4) 
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The resulting optimization problem can be viewed as a special case of a more general problem 3, where a general 
approach to obtain a family of solutions of optimization problems based on the small parameter method. 
The solution *X  of (4) depends on a small positive parameter 10 H . Assume that the functions nfff ,...,, 21
are sufficiently smooth and ),...,,( 210 mxxxF  is strongly concave. This allows on the basis of so-called direct 
scheme 4, using a regular expansion of the solution *X and the corresponding expansion in the F - series in integer 
powers of H , construct a series of maximization problems for the terms of the expansion. 
So, let the solution of the perturbed optimization problem has the form 
...)( 2*21*0**  XXXX HHH                     (5) 
Then, substituting (5) into (4) and expand F  in powers of H , we obtain two optimization problems: 
1) the problem of determining 0*X  
)}(...)()(max{arg)}(max{arg 000202
0
1
0
1
000* XfaXfaXfaXFX nn               (6) 
2) the problem of determining 1*X  
}))(()()max{(arg 1*0*11*0*021*1* XXFXXFXX TT                 (7) 
where )( 0*02 XF  - Hessian function 0F  and )( 0*1 XF  - gradient of the function F1, taken at the point 0*X , 
which is a solution of problem (6). It should be noted that the problem (7) can be solved much easier than the 
problem of the form (6). Thus, the considered approach should be used, if necessary, several solutions of 
optimization problems of the form (1) slightly (on the order of H ) different weighting values. Just such a situation 
arises when considering the possible deviations of expert judgments about the significance of n partial criteria. 
Since the problem (6) coincides (up to a value of ))( 2HO  with (1), then: 
)())(( 0*110*021* XFXFXX  | HHG  
5. Conclusions and recommendations for future research 
Suggested in this work approach allows to take into account the sensitivity of solutions of optimization problems 
for linear convolution when the expert judgment to assess the importance of particular criteria. Selecting criteria for 
which expert judgments raise certain doubts, it is advisable to build the corresponding elementary variation of 
judgments and to assess the possible deviation of the solutions of optimization problems. If the obtained deviation 
does not exceed the required accuracy of the optimal solution, then the solution obtained can be used in further 
studies. Otherwise you will either conduct additional examination for increasing the accuracy of expert judgments, 
or to perform further research on the multiple-choice (for the various possible expert rankings of partial criteria) 
basis. 
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